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QUESTION 1

An engineer is running an inventory report on a VRTX chassis group for a customer. When the engineer views the
report, the engineer notices the inventory of one of the VRTX is missing one of its nodes. 

What is the cause? 

A. The VRTX group member is in Chassis Power State Off since the node was inserted. 

B. The VRTX group member is disconnected from the network at the time of the report. 

C. The node\\'s iDRAC is unreachable from the VRTX groupleader\\'s CMC. 

D. The node\\'s iDRAC needs to have an Enterprise license installed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An engineer is building a new cluster and is using software-defined storage. The FX2 has 4x FC430s and 2x FD332
sleds. The blades are ready to add storage. 

How should the engineer configure the FD332 sleds to be used for local storage? 

A. Shut down all four servers and set storage mode for both sleds to Split Dual Host 

B. EnableClustering under Storage Setup for each sled in the CMC 

C. Enable Shared Storage under Storage Setup for each sled in the CMC 

D. Power on all servers and set storage mode on both sleds to Joined Dual Host 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An engineer needs to perform hardware configuration, including RAID, on a new batch of 30 identical server nodes.
OpenManage Essentials is installed, and the sever nodes have been discovered via iDRAC. 

The engineer needs the most efficient way to replicate the configuration from a single configured system without losing
connectivity to the iDRAC. 

How should the engineer perform this task? 

A. Use racadm to export an SCP with the--replaceflag, and import the SCP to the other server nodes. 

B. Use racadm to export a Server Configuration Profile (SCP) with the--duplicateflag, then import the SCP to the other
server nodes. 

C. Complete the Getting Started for Deployment Steps; perform inventory, create a template, and deploy the created
template to the server nodes. 
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D. Complete the Getting Started for Compliance Steps; perform inventory, create a template, and associate the server
nodes to the created template. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An engineer is troubleshooting a blade server in an FX2s. The compute sled in SLOT 3 will NOT power on. The
engineer has taken the server down to minimum to POST. The server still does NOT power on. The engineer then
swaps sleds SLOT 2 and 3. The iDRAC initializes in SLOT 2 but SLOT 3 is stuck at initializing the iDRAC. 

What are two possible sources of the issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Fan board 

B. iDRAC 

C. Interposer board 

D. Midplane 

E. PCIe Switch 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

An engineer needs to assign two PCIe NICs and a GPU to a server node in a VRTX chassis. Which two steps are
required to complete this task? (Choose two.) 

A. Enable PCIe Ride-through 

B. Upgrade the CMC license 

C. Power off the node 

D. Update all firmware 

Correct Answer: AD 
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